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The low-energy spectra of the platinum isotopes show evidence for
the presence of two types of configurations: one which involves only
excitations of the valence nucleons and another which includes pro-
ton excitations across the Z = 82 shell gap. A schematic description
is presented of the coexistence and mixing of both configurations
in the context of the interacting boson model and energies, electro-
magnetic transition rates and moments, and radii are studied. The
analysis shows that a simultaneous description of both configura-
tions puts constraints on the possible range of model parameters.
Isotope and isomer shifts are shown to be sensitive to the mixing
of both configurations.

A standard shell-model description of the nucleus 78Ptjv assumes four proton
holes in Z = 82 closed shell and TV - 82 neutrons in the N = 82-126 shell.
Except for small numbers of valence neutrons the ensuing model space is too
large to allow an exact treatment and recourse to approximate models should
be taken. One such model is the interacting boson model (IBM) [1] which
considers a subspace of the full shell-model space constructed out of correlated
L = 0 (S) and L = 2 (D) nucleon pairs and subsequently approximates these
pairs as s and d bosons. For the even-even Pt isotopes this gives Nv = 2 proton
bosons and a number_NV of neutron bosons that equals half the number of
valence neutrons (particles or holes, whichever is smaller). The dimension of
the resulting model space is reduced to ~ 103. In the version of the model
in which no distinction is made between neutron and proton bosons (IBM-1),
N = Nv + Nr bosons are considered and dimensions are not larger than ~ 102.

In this approach it is assumed, from the outset, that Z = 82 is a closed shell for
the protons. It is, however, well established [2] that in many nuclei with near-
closed-shell proton configurations proton excitations across the shell closure
do occur at rather low energy if sufficient valence neutrons are available. The
latter condition is crucial since the neutron-proton interaction is the driving
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of (a) regular Pt configuration, (b) deformed Pt
configuration and (c) regular W configuration.

mechanism for lowering the energy of the core-excited states. In the specific
example of the Pt isotopes it has been conjectured on the basis of energy
systematics (see [2], fig. 3.26) that the core-excited configuration states fall
so low as to become the ground state for neutron numbers 100 < N < 108.
Since this configuration consists predominantly of the excitation of two protons
across the Z = 82 shell gap, its natural description in the context of the IBM
requires two additional bosons. If no distinction is made between any of the
bosons (i.e., proton-hole, proton-particle or neutron bosons), one is thus led to
consider a combined system of (i) regular or 'near-spherical' states, described
by Nies = N bosons, and (ii) core-excited or 'deformed' states, corresponding
to TVdef = N + 2 bosons. These coexisting configurations may mix. Figure 1
gives a schematic representation of the type of proton excitations involved in
the regular and core-excited Pt configurations, and compares them with the
W configuration.

In this paper the approach outlined above is followed and the Pt isotopes are
described through the coexistence and mixing of configurations with N and
N + 2 bosons. Specific questions are whether the observed energy systematics



[3] can be reproduced with a reasonable choice of parameters for the regular
and core-excited configurations and if from the model calculations any hints
concerning signatures of coexistence and mixing can be deduced. Two remarks
are in order, (i) Our calculation is schematic and uses a constant, simple
hamiltonian. (ii) Our attention is centered on the 172 < A < 192 mass region
where regular and deformed configurations are close in energy.

Several studies of this type have already been reported for other even-even
nuclei. We mention in particular the work of Duval and Barrett (who pioneered
the approach) on the Hg isotopes [4^|.and the calculations -for the Cd isotopes
(see [6,7] and, more recently, [8,9]). A more complete list of references on
coexistence in the IBM is given in [2]. In contrast to our hypothesis, in none of
these calculations is the core-excited configuration assumed to become lowest
in energy. The conjectured crossing of the regular and deformed configurations
in the Pt isotopes offers thus the possibility of a more sensitive study of the
character of the mixing. We remark that Chiang and Hsieh [10] have also
studied the Pt isotopes in the context of the core-excited IBM-1. In their
calculation, however, the ground state remains predominantly of a regular
type and no crossing occurs. To reproduce the observed excitation energies in
their approach, a sudden discontinuity in some parameters is required when
the boson number N changes from 10 to 11. Whence also our insistence on
a set of constant parameters for all isotopes in our approach (see remark (i)
above).

Configuration mixing has also been considered in odd-mass nuclei, specifically
in the Cs isotopes [11] where a change is observed in the character of the
ground state.

The model hamiltonian has the form

H = HregPng -f //def^def + Knixj (1)

where Preg and Pdef project onto the regular iV-boson and deformed (N + 2)-
boson space, respectively, and HTeg and Hdcf are the corresponding hamiltoni-
ans,

A A A A A

#reg = tTCghd + KregQreg * Qreg + KngL • L,

Hdet = £de(hd + «defOdef ' Qdt{ + «def-^ ' •£ + A, (2)

with fid the <f-boson number operator, L^ the components of the angular
momentum operator and



g d e f = ( * t j + rft5)(2) + X d e f

Note that we have taken a simplified IBM hamiltonian for each configuration
(inspired by the extended consistent-Q formalism, ECQF [12]). This restricted
parametrisation still allows us to consider contributions from all three limiting
symmetries. The parameter A corresponds to the single-particle energy needed
to create a two-particle-two-hole (2p-2h) excitation, corrected for the gain in
binding energy due to pairing. Furthermore,

Knix = <*O(S V + S3){0) + &(<*V + dd)(0)

represents the interaction that mixes regular and deformed configurations. For
the calculation of the E2 transition rates we use, in the spirit of the ECQF,
an E2 operator that is consistent with (3), viz.

f{E2) = e ^ Q ^ A e g + tde{QdefPde{, (5)

where ereg and edef are effective boson charges.

The procedure used to determine the parameters in the hamiltonian is the
following, (i) The regular parameters (ereg, Kreg, Xreg, «£eg and ereg) are fitted
to the low-energy properties of the heavier Pt nuclei (A = 194,196) where the
intruder configuration is at higher energy, (ii) The deformed parameters (ede{,
nde{, Xdefj «def an<^ edef) are obtained from the W isotopes, since, on the basis
of /-spin symmetry [13], the 8h proton configuration for W is believed to be
similar to the 2p-6h proton configuration in Pt. (iii) The remaining parameters
(A, cto and /?o) are studied systematically to reproduce the observed trends
in the energies of the light Pt nuclei in the region of configuration mixing
(172 < A < 192). Each set of parameters is held constant across the isotopes.

In steps (i) and (ii), besides fitting the low-energy spectra, we specifically rely
on the following observables for determining the parameters: B(E2; 2J1" —• Of),
B(E2;2% -> Ot), B{E2;2t -»• 2f) and Q{2f). It is found that, as long as the
regular and deformed parameters are fitted separately, several sets of param-
eters yield about equal results. Specifically, the ratio tjK is ill determined:
its value can range from 0 to 20 in Pt and from 0 to 10 in W, while still
giving reasonable overall fits by appropriately tuning the other parameters.
This is in agreement with the ECQF contours of [14]. If, however, the two
parameter sets are then used to fit the energies of the regular and deformed
states in the lighter Pt nuclei, one finds a much more limited range of possible
values. More specifically, the variation in the relative position of the regular
and deformed states as a function of neutron number is sensitively dependent
on the ratios e/« chosen. The parameters that best reproduce the data are
shown in Table 1. In Fig. 2 the observed excitation energies are compared



Table 1
IBM-1 parameters

regular 540

deformed 0

fitted

-27

-22

to the

X

0.25

-0.45

Pt isotopes0

«' e

0 0.16

10 0.13

a x is dimensionless, e is in units eb

and other parameters are in keV.

to several spectra calculated with the parameters given in Table 1 together
with A = 1400 keV and several different values for the mixing parameters:
c*o = A) = 0,25,50 keV, corresponding to no, intermediate and strong mixing.
Even with the simple hamiltonian (1) with constant parameters, it is possible
to reproduce the essential features of the observed spectrum if an appropriate
mixing strength is used. Specifically, the sudden change in relative energy of
the regular and deformed states at the crossing point requires a large mixing.

We can now examine some general characteristics predicted for the light Pt
nuclei in this simple mixing calculation. In the upper part of Fig. 3 the energy
difference {Qf\H\0t)A+3 - {Qf\H\Qt)A is plotted as a function of A. This dif-
ference represents part of the two-neutron separation energy 52n [15,16] which
is plotted for comparison in the lower part of Fig. 3. Both quantities cannot be
compared directly since the hamiltonian (1) does not include all binding energy
terms. However, since the missing binding energy terms are smooth functions
of particle number, any discontinuity in the calculation should show up in ^n-
In the case of no mixing the energy difference (0f\H\0^)A+2 — {^t\H\0f)A dis-
plays a discontinuity of a few 100 keV that would be observable. This quickly
disappears if the mixing increases. The two-neutron separation energies ob-
served in the Pt isotopes [15,16] do not show any sign of a discontinuity at
mass A = 186. The conclusion with regard to binding energies is that, although
there is no direct evidence from them to support a crossing of coexisting states,
the data do not contradict it either.

In Fig. 4 the B(E2; 2j" —• 0+) values for three different mixing parameters are
compared to the experimental data points [3] in the Pt isotopes. The calcu-
lated E2 matrix element has two contributions: a positive regular-to-regular
and a negative deformed-to-deformed component, each of them weighted with
the appropriate amplitudes in the 0+ and 2+ states. One might thus expect
a reduced B(E2) value in case of large mixing (i.e., at the crossing point).
Figure 4 shows, however, that this is not the case and this is so because the
situation is considerably more complicated than in a simple two-level mixing
problem where such destructive interference would occur. In fact, the figure
shows the B(E2; 2f -+ Of) value to be essentially independent of the amount
of mixing and hence it is of little value to probe this quantity.
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Fig. 2. Regular (solid) and deformed (dashed) states with (a) no mixing (a = /? = 0),
(b) intermediate mixing (a = /? = 25 keV) and (c) strong mixing (a0 = A) = 50
keV). A dot indicates a state of highly-mixed character. Part (d) shows the experi-
mental spectra of the Pt isotopes [3]. Regular (filled) and deformed (hollow) states:
0+ (D), 2+ («), 4+ (O), 6+ ( V ) , 8+ (O).
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Fig. 3. (a) The energy difference (Of\H\0f)A+2 - (0t\H\Ot)A in the Pt isotopes
for no mixing (solid line), intermediate mixing (dot-dashed line) and strong mixing
(dashed line), (b) Systematics of observed two-neutron separation energies in the
Pt isotopes as a function of the mass A. Values are given as deduced directly from
experimental data [15] (•) and from the "least-squares fitted" systematics analysis
[16] ( 0 ) to indicate typical local deviations.

Of more interest is the influence of the mixing on the dipole moment of nu-
clear levels, in particular on fi(2f). Dipole moments are best calculated in the
context of the neutron-proton interacting boson model or IBM-2 [1] in which
case the appropriate Ml operator can be written as

where v (n) refers to neutrons (protons). Taking the customary microscopic
values [17] for the boson g factors, #,>reg = gVide{ = 0 and gn>Te.e = sv,def = 1
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Fig. 4. Experimental B(E2;2i —• 0+) values in Pt isotopes (dots) [3] compared
with calculated values for no mixing (solid line), intermediate mixing (dot-dashed
line) and strong mixing (dashed line).

this operator reduces to

f (Ml) = J±t..

Matrix elements of (6) or (7) cannot be calculated directly in the present ap-
proach, which is confined to IBM-1. With the assumption of F-spin symmetry
[18] in IBM-2, however, a connection with IBM-1 is established which leads
to the general result

reg
a defJ (8)

where a^g and a ^ are the amplitudes of the regular and the deformed com-
ponents in 2f. In Pt the proton boson numbers are A^^g = 2 and Nr,def = 4
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Fig. 5. Experimental g(2f) factors in Pt isotopes (dots) [19] compared with calcu-
lated values for no mixing (solid line), intermediate mixing (dot-dashed line) and
strong mixing (dashed line).

and the total boson numbers are iVreg = N and = N + 2.

The results for g(2*) are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that neither of the limiting
expressions 2/N and 4/(AT + 2) can reproduce the data [19] throughout. The
calculation with strong mixing yields a g(2f) factor which smoothly goes over
from 2/N to 4/(N + 2), approximately agreeing with the observed values.
The magnetic dipole data thus seem to indicate a fairly substantial mixing
between regular and deformed states. To understand the observed approximate
constancy of the magnetic moments fi(2f) in all Pt isotopes (106 < N < 120),
it appears that two different mechanisms are involved [19,20]. First, for the
light isotopes, the 2^ state gradually changes from deformed to regular as
the neutron number increases. Second, for the heavy isotopes, g(2f) remains
constant as a result of .F-spin mixing. Since the latter element is lacking from
the present calculation, magnetic moments are not well reproduced beyond
N = 116 (see Fig. 5).



Isotope shifts constitute a critical test of the present description of the Pt
nuclei since a regular-to-deformed transition in the ground state is expected
to manifest itself by a change in the nuclear radius. In the context of the
standard IBM radii are usually calculated [1] with the operator

r2 = r2
c+>yN + phd, (9)

where r2 represents the radius of the core and 7 and /? are parameters. The
operator N describes the increase in (r2) with nucleon number (which over
a small range of nuclei is linear in A) while nd takes account of deformation
effects. The straightforward generalisation of (9) to the configuration-mixed
IBM-1 is

r2 = r2
c + (7regJV + 0ieghd)PIeg + (7def JV + pde{hd)Pde{. (10)

A A

Note that NP^g gives N while NPde{ gives N + 2. For simplicity we assume
A-eg = Aief = P- The analogous assumption cannot be made for the param-
eters 7reg and 7def since this would lead to a term in r2 proportional to N
and in the configuration-mixed IBM-1 the expectation value of N does not
linearly increase with nucleon number. In fact, in the case of no mixing, an
operator with 7 reg = 7aef = 7 has matrix elements that vary linearly with
boson number except at the crossing point where a discontinuity of 27 occurs.
Such an operator is clearly inappropriate.

To construct a more appropriate operator, consider first a situation where the
contribution to the radius from two particles in the intruder (above Z = 82
in Pt) orbits is the same as that from two particles in the normal (below
Z = 82 in Pt) orbits. In that case—besides deformation effects which should
be accounted for by fid—the radius increases linearly with boson number,
leading to the condition

A \ + 7Vdef)7 = (N + 1)7, (11)

where 7 is constant. [Instead of N + 1 we might also have chosen N or N + 2
and absorbed the difference in r2; the condition (11) leads to more symmetric
expressions.] For any normalised state

10?) = a^glO+g) + ade{\0$et) (12)

the condition (11) leads to

N + l _N + 1
s ~ N ^' ^def ~ N -I- eP'

10



In this parametrisation, 7 represents the increase in radius when the boson
number increases by one. For the nuclei of which the radial properties are
discussed below (182~196Pt), the bosons are holes and hence 7 is negative.

To make this approach more realistic, one needs to take into account the
difference in radial contribution from particles in the normal and those in
the intruder orbits. This can be estimated as follows. The increase in r2 as a
result of placing two neutrons in a harmonic oscillator shell with Nho quanta
is given by (2iVho + S)b2/A, where A is the mass of the nucleus and 6 the
oscillator length parameter [21}. On the other hand, thedecrease which arises
because two protons are placed in the normal instead of the intruder orbits, is
-2b21A = 2f/(2Nho + 3), the latter equality being valid since (2iVho + Z)b2/A
is the quantity that should be identified with —7. We conclude that—in the no
mixing scenario and again neglecting possible deformation effects—the A(r2)
is given by 7 except at the crossing point where it is (2iVho + l)/(2./Vho + 3)7.

The operator to reproduce this effect can be found by constructing an appro-
priate combination of one with jTCg = 7aef and another with 7reg and 7aef as
defined in (13). The result is

{ >

where the right-hand sides apply to Pt (jVho = 5). This is the parametrisation
adopted in the following.

The isotope and isomer shifts can be calculated by taking the appropriate
differences, viz.

(r2)^, 6{r2) = (r2)^ - (r2)^. (15)

The results for the isotope and isomer shifts are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In
principle, one should choose different parameters 0 and 7 for each of the three
mixing calculations such as to reproduce the data in each case. Since our
purpose here is not so much to fit the data but jrather. to. illustrate the effect
of different mixings, we have taken constant parameters, /? = 0.025 fm2 and
7 = -0.075 fm2.

A few comments are in order. For small mixing there is a discontinuity in
A(r2) at the crossing point: in going from 188Pt to 186Pt the ground state of
the nucleus changes from near-spherical to deformed resulting in a pronounced
change of the nuclear radius. For larger mixing this effect is reduced since the

11
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Fig. 6. Experimental isotope shifts A(r2) in Pt isotopes (dots) [22] compared with
calculated values for no mixing (solid line), intermediate mixing (dot-dashed line)
and strong mixing (dashed line).

transition from a regular to a deformed ground state is smoothed out over
several isotopes. However, even with a substantial mixing (c*o = fio = 50 keV)
a jump in A(r2) occurs at the crossing point.

The isomer shift S{r2) is even more indicative of coexisting configurations. In
the absence of any mixing it jumps from its near-spherical value in 188Pt to a
deformed value (which is much smaller) in 186Pt. If the mixing is turned on,
the isomer shift acquires unusually large values, because the transition from
normal to deformed might be somewhat different for Of and 2+ leading to a
very large S(r2).

The data on A(r2) [22] seem to have a minimum at A = 186 and to be con-
sistent with a calculation with fairly strong mixing. In the light Pt isotopes,
however, the error bars become very large and more precise measurements
would be crucial to prove (or disprove) the existence of mixed configurations.
Isomer shifts are also known only with extremely large error bars [23] such as
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Fig. 7. Experimental isomer shifts S(r2) in Pt isotopes (dots) compared with calcu-
lated values for no mixing (solid line), intermediate mixing (dot-dashed line) and
strong mixing (dashed line). The uncertainties for the the experimental data are
unknown [23].

make them more or less useless for our purposes. Again, more precise mea-
surements are called for.

To summarise our results, we have shown that a simple, constant IBM hamil-
tonian is able to describe the low-energy spectra of the platinum isotopes if
two types of configurations, near-spherical and deformed, which cross between
A — 186 and A — 188, are taken into account. With a simple hamiltonian a
reasonable energy fit is obtained which might be improved by allowing smooth
variations of the parameters as a function of boson number. We have shown
that some properties [e.g., binding energies, B(E2; 2f —• Oi") values] do not
strongly depend on this coexistence phenomenon. On the other hand, g fac-
tors and, especially, radii do strongly depend on the coexistence and mixing
of the two configurations. At present, the experimentally known isotope and
isomer shifts do not unambiguously confirm that this interpretation of the
coexistence in the Pt isotopes is correct.
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